The IIAS distinguishes six categories of fellows:

1. Research fellows
   a. individual
   b. attached to a thematic research program

2. Postdoctoral fellows
   a. affiliated fellows
   b. research fellows
   c. visiting exchange fellows
   d. professorial fellows

3. Visiting exchange fellows

4. Affiliated fellows

The IIAS offers affiliates to excel- lent scholars who have found their own financial support and who would like to do research in the Netherlands for a certain period. The IIAS furthermore mediates in finding funding for those who have not yet secured means to cover the fellowship expenses (please also see the application form).

5. Gonda fellows

Annually, the IIAS offers office facilities and a stipend to five fellows selected and co-funded by the Stichting Gonda Fonds (KNAW). Please check the KNAW website for information and the application form at www.knaw.nl.

6. Research guests

The IIAS can offer office facilities to excellent scholars who would like to visit the institute for a short period.

Both IIAS affiliated fellowship applications and requests for IAS fellowship funding post-PhD researchers can be submitted at any time (no application deadline).

Hereunder you will find, ordered by region of specialty and in alphabetical order, the names and research topics of all fellows currently engaged at the International Institute of Asian Studies. Mentioned are further: country of origin, period of affiliation, kind of fellowship, and if applicable funding source/co-sponsor.
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